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In response to the demands of an emerging profession to set standards of care, the Board of Directors of the American Academy of
Dental Sleep Medicine (AADSM) brought together leaders in the profession to develop the definition of an effective oral appliance for
the treatment of sleep disordered breathing based on current research and clinical experience. On February 15-17, 2013, a consensus
conference was held in Tampa, Florida. Fifteen leaders in the profession used the modified RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method to
craft an empiric definition of an effective oral appliance with emphasis on purpose, physical features and function. A definition was
developed and in March 2013 was accepted by the Board of Directors of the AADSM.
The purpose of this report is twofold. First, it presents a systematic review of all available level one and two literature (based on Oxford
Centre methodology) to validate the accepted definition of an effective oral appliance. Second, this report details the processes employed
and clarifies inclusion and exclusion rationale.
Future research, improved methods, and innovations in biomaterials will continue to advance the profession of dental sleep medicine.
This definition provides a foundation and framework to guide both future investigations and current treatment of individuals with sleep
disordered breathing.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

appliances, nearly all with 510k clearance, which acknowledges
that the design has substantial equivalence to another appliance
that had already been cleared.35 The vast majority of oral appliances today trace FDA clearance to a single orthodontic predicate device that was marketed prior to the 1976 passage of an
amendment that required medical device registration with the
FDA.36 FDA clearance is primarily directed at patient safety and
requires minimal evidence of effectiveness.
Pierre Robin was the first to document the use of a mandibular
advancement oral appliance for the treatment of nocturnal airway
obstruction in 1923. However, oral appliances were apparently
forgotten until 1982, when Cartwright and Samelson reported
the use of a novel tongue retainer.38 Within a few years, several
authors rediscovered mandibular advancement oral appliances.39
Research on these devices has increased exponentially since that
time.40 Efficacy depends on a number of factors including severity
of the sleep disordered breathing, materials, method of fabrication, adjustability, and the degree of protrusion.41 Much creativity
and ingenuity have gone into developing various oral appliance
design features. This has contributed to confusion regarding
which features are fundamental to treatment success. The absence
of accepted standards of appliance design encumbers interpretation and comparison of research findings. Third-party payers are
challenged by the lack of an empirical definition of an effective
oral appliance as well. In order to address these deficiencies, a
consensus conference was held to develop an evidence-based

Sleep disordered breathing constitutes a spectrum of repetitive
upper airway narrowing episodes during sleep characterized by
snoring, elevated upper airway resistance, and/or obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA).1 Recurring airflow restriction often results
in blood oxyhemoglobin desaturation, arousals from sleep, and
sleep fragmentation.2,3 Common symptomatic manifestations
include hypersomnolence4, insomnia, neurocognitive deficits,5,6
bed partner disturbance, mood disorders,7,8 nocturia,9 and
fatigue. Diminished reaction time and increased susceptibility
to motor vehicle crashes have also been reported.10,11 OSA is an
independent risk factor for the development of hypertension,
coronary artery disease, epithelial dysfunction leading to ischemia,12 cardiac arrhythmias,13 stroke, insulin resistance,14,15 and
all-cause mortality.16-22 Addressing the anatomic and physiologic deficiencies related to sleep disordered breathing improves
outcomes and quality of life.23-25
Oral appliances, designed for the treatment of sleep disordered breathing, are commonly used today.26 Oral appliances are
silent, portable, noninvasive, and well tolerated.27,28 Most side
effects tend to be transient, though permanent dental consequences may occur.29-33 There has been a proliferation of various
designs since the first commercially available oral appliances
were introduced in the 1980s.34 To date, the United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) has cleared numerous oral
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definition of an effective oral appliance for the treatment of sleep
disordered breathing and to establish a standardized benchmark
for both research and clinical practice.
The definition presented herein is intended to represent
the best practices of oral appliance purpose, physical features,
and function. Using a standardized definition for an effective
oral appliance will foster consistency in clinical practice and
research, allowing for results to be more easily compared. It
is expected that the empirical definition of an effective oral
appliance will be reevaluated and revised as new methods and
evidence become available. This definition is not intended to
supersede clinical judgment as individual patient needs may
dictate alternative methods. It does serve as a clinically relevant
standard for oral appliance selection by dental sleep medicine
practitioners, and as a guidepost for developers of the next
generation of oral appliances.

and contributors to the accompanying paper completed thorough conflict-of-interest statements and were found to have no
conflicts of interest with regard to this subject.

3.0 METHODS
The consensus conference followed a modified RAND/UCLA
Appropriateness Method.47 Approximately one month before
the conference, participants were provided the latest literature on oral appliance therapy, product information on oral
appliances currently in use in clinical practice, and Medicare’s
current billing and coverage criteria. Each participant was
asked to review the materials provided and submit individual
items that could be included in the final definition. These items,
also referred to as elements, were to address the following about
an oral appliance: the purpose (the intent of an oral appliance),
physical features (what physical attributes are vital for an oral
appliance to be effective), and function (how the oral appliance
should work in order to fulfill its purpose). These individual
elements were all compiled and each participant was asked to
vote on a scale from 1-9 (1 being highly inappropriate and 9
being highly appropriate) whether it was appropriate to include
each element in the final definition. Participants were asked
to rate elements based on a combination of the evidence they
reviewed and their best clinical judgment, considering the
average patient and disregarding cost in order to focus on effectiveness. This Round 1 voting occurred via email before the
conference. Scores were then grouped by median to determine
the consensus of the group, and the level of agreement was
determined based on the distribution of voting across the scale.
This information comprised the starting point for the face-toface discussions at the consensus conference.
Two members from the AADSM Board of Directors and
staff members facilitated the conference and led participants
through the consensus process. Over the course of three days,
participants discussed the results from Round 1 voting in three
sessions for elements that addressed the purpose, physical
features, and function of an effective oral appliance. Additional
rounds of voting were required to arrive at consensus and to
develop a final list of elements that participants agreed were
appropriate to be included in the final definition. The definition
was drafted using this final list of elements which was unanimously accepted by vote of the consensus conference participants and later approved by the AADSM Board of Directors.
The purpose, key physical features and function of an effective oral appliance included in the definition were supported by
evidence collected through a comprehensive review of current
peer-reviewed scientific literature on oral appliances. The literature search was performed using a combination of medical
subject heading (MeSH) terms and keywords in MEDLINE.
The MeSH terms used were sleep apnea syndromes, snoring,
orthodontic appliances, and mandibular advancement/instrumentation. The disorder keywords used were sleep apnea,
OSA, sleep-related breathing disorder(s), SRBD, sleep-disordered breathing, SDB, and snoring. The treatment keywords
used were oral, intraoral, dental, orthodontic(s), mandibular,
tongue retaining, tongue stabilizing, occlusal, or titratable
paired with appliance(s), splint(s), or device(s). Search results
were retrieved for literature published from the beginning of

2.0 BACKGROUND
The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) first
published practice parameters for the use of oral appliances
in the treatment of OSA and snoring in 1995.42 These practice
parameters were updated in 200543 and are currently being
revised by a joint AADSM and AASM task force. “Oral appliances are indicated for use in patients with mild to moderate
obstructive sleep apnea who prefer them to continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy, or who do not respond
to, are not appropriate candidates for, or who fail treatment
attempts with CPAP.” “Oral appliances should be fitted by qualified dental personnel who are trained and experienced in the
overall care of oral health, the temporomandibular joint, dental
occlusion and associated oral structures. Dental management
of patients with oral appliances should be overseen by practitioners who have undertaken serious training in sleep medicine
and/or sleep related breathing disorders with focused emphasis
on the proper protocol for diagnosis, treatment, and follow up
(Option).”44 This AASM clinical practice guideline does not
describe or define an oral appliance and acknowledges that
research is needed to clarify oral appliance design characteristics.
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
formally acknowledged oral appliance therapy when it published
a local coverage determination (LCD) for oral appliances for
obstructive sleep apnea that became effective January 3, 2011.45
The LCD outlined a mechanical definition of an oral appliance
based on a predicate appliance received by medical directors in
1999. In July 2012, CMS revised its definition of an oral appliance
in the LCD46 to be so narrow as to initially disallow all oral appliance designs except one. Though a few additional designs have
since been accepted by the Medicare Pricing, Data Analysis and
Coding (PDAC) contractor, our conversations with Medicare
representatives have made it clear that their working definition
of an oral appliance is based more on serendipity and statutory
regulation, rather than science and clinical relevance.
The AADSM invited a spectrum of clinical and research
dental sleep medicine experts from across North America to
participate in a consensus conference to develop a formal definition of an effective oral appliance. Fifteen members accepted and
attended a consensus conference held on February 15-17, 2013
in Tampa, Florida. All participants of the consensus conference
Journal of Dental Sleep Medicine
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Table 1—Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine 2011

Question
Does this
intervention help?
(Treatment Benefits)

Level 1
Systematic review of
randomized trials or
n-of-1 trials

Treatment Benefit Levels of Evidence48
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Randomized trial or
Nonrandomized
Case series, caseobservational study
controlled cohort/
controlled studies, or
with dramatic effect
follow-up study
historically controlled
studies

indexing by MEDLINE through March 8, 2013. The limits of the
search were: humans, English and French, no editorials, letters,
biographies, newspaper articles, comments, or case reports. The
literature search strategy resulted in a total of 772 articles.
The Writing Group, comprised of six participants of the
consensus conference, reviewed the abstracts of all the available
literature to identify articles that would support the different
elements included in the final definition. Each reviewer made
note of which section(s) of the definition (purpose, physical
features, or function) that the article supported.
The assessment of evidence in the accepted articles was
performed using the Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine Levels of Evidence table (See Table 1). All accepted studies
were assigned a level of evidence by a member of the Writing
Group. Any article where the level was in question was reviewed
by an additional group member for a final decision. The final
evidence used to support the definition of an effective oral appliance was limited to Level 1 and 2 studies, where possible. The
final number of articles accepted as evidence, from both the literature search and pearling, to support the final definition was 113.
This definition describes an effective oral appliance which
should meet the needs of most patients in most situations. This
definition should not, however, be considered inclusive of all
proper methods of care or exclusive of other methods of care
reasonably directed toward obtaining the same results. The
ultimate judgment regarding the specific care of an individual
patient must be made by the clinician, in light of the individual
circumstances presented by the patient, available diagnostic
tools, accessible treatment options, and resources.

used as a stand-alone therapy, they can serve as an adjunct
to PAP therapy and/or other treatment modalities for the
management of OSA.
For this definition oral appliances refer to mandibular
advancement devices because they are the most effective
and widely used in clinical practice. Accordingly the function of an oral appliance is to protrude and help stabilize
the mandible in order to maintain a patent upper airway
during sleep.
An oral appliance is custom fabricated using digital or
physical impressions and models of an individual patient’s
oral structures. As such, it is not a primarily prefabricated
item that is trimmed, bent, relined or otherwise modified.
It is made of biocompatible materials and engages both
the maxillary and mandibular arches. The oral appliance
has a mechanism that allows the mandible to be advanced
in increments of 1 mm or less with a protrusive adjustment range of at least 5 mm. In addition, reversal of the
advancement must be possible. The protrusive setting
must be verifiable. The appliance is suitable for placement
and removal by the patient or caregiver. It maintains a
stable retentive relationship to the teeth, implants or edentulous ridge and retains the prescribed setting during use.
An oral appliance maintains its structural integrity over a
minimum of 3 years.
This definition includes the key design features of effective oral appliances, is evidence based or, in the absence of
evidence, is agreed upon using a modified RAND Appropriateness Method process. Its intent is not to replace clinical judgment but instead represents a compilation of the
best currently available appliance design features.

4.0 DEFINITION
Following the conference, the drafted definition was presented
to and approved by the AADSM Board of Directors in March
2013. The final approved definition is as follows:

5.0 DISCUSSION OF EVIDENCE SUPPORTING
THE DEFINITION

The purpose of an oral appliance is to treat obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA), primary snoring, and associated
symptoms. Oral appliances are intended to decrease the
frequency and/or duration of apneas, hypopneas, respiratory effort related arousals (RERAs) and/or snoring events.
Oral appliances have been demonstrated to improve
nocturnal oxygenation as well as the adverse health and
social consequences of OSA and snoring. Oral appliances
are indicated for patients with mild to moderate OSA and
primary snoring. Oral appliances are accepted therapy for
patients with severe OSA who do not respond to or are
unable or unwilling to tolerate positive airway pressure
(PAP) therapies. Although oral appliances are typically
Journal of Dental Sleep Medicine

Level 5
Mechanism-based
reasoning

5.1 Purpose of an Effective Oral Appliance
The purpose of an oral appliance is to treat obstructive sleep
apnea, primary snoring, and associated symptoms. Historically,
the most frequently measured outcomes of therapeutic efficacy and effectiveness of OSA treatment have been the apneahypopnea index (AHI) to measure severity of OSA and the
Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) to assess daytime somnolence.
However, as oral appliance research has matured, measured
outcomes have broadened to include effect on cardiovascular
function, neurocognitive behavior, and quality of life.
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5.1.1 Improvements in respiratory variables and daytime
somnolence
The efficacy and effectiveness of oral appliance therapy have
been confirmed by several high quality studies, including
randomized controlled trials, systematic reviews, and metaanalyses.3,40,43,49-61 These studies have validated, via overnight
polysomnography (PSG), the utility of mandibular advancement oral appliances in decreasing the frequency and/or duration of apneas, hypopneas, RERAs and/or snoring events, as
well as improving nocturnal oxygenation. The ESS score, as a
measure of daytime sleepiness, has been shown to normalize or
improve by 2-4 points.55
In one of the earliest reports of a well-conducted study
comparing pre- and post-appliance polysomnographic recordings, Yoshida demonstrated that post-treatment AHI was significantly reduced more than 50% of pre-treatment values.62 PSG
parameters were not normalized, but these findings demonstrated that oral appliance therapy was capable of significantly
improving sleep disordered breathing.
Subsequently, Marklund reported that in 72% of patients with
mild to moderate obstructive sleep apnea, AHI was reduced
to < 10 and that in the severe group, AHI was significantly
reduced from a mean of 53 to a mean of 14.63 Other reports that
followed corroborated these early findings and demonstrated
longitudinal stability of the improvement in sleep parameters
with oral appliances.64-70
In perhaps the largest study to date, Holley and colleagues
described results of their retrospective study on a sample of 497
OSA patients with all levels of disease severity who were treated
with oral appliance therapy.71 Oral appliance therapy reduced
the mean AHI from 30.0 to 8.4, and the ESS improved significantly. A comparison of PSG parameters between oral appliance
therapy and CPAP therapy was available for 397 subjects. Oral
appliance therapy demonstrated equivalent efficacy relative
to CPAP in the mild subjects (p = 0.15) where treatment was
successful in reducing AHI < 5 in 76% of the CPAP and 62%
of the oral appliance group. In the moderate and severe groups,
CPAP was more effective than oral appliances in reducing
AHI < 5 (71% vs. 51% in the moderate group and 63% vs. 40%
in the severe group). However when the magnitude of reduction in AHI was compared between treatments, the decrease
in AHI was significant for only the severe group where CPAP
decreased AHI by an additional 5.9 events/hour (p < 0.001).
The amount of reduction in AHI by both treatments in the mild
and moderate groups differed by less than 2 events/hour and
was not statistically significant.
Oral appliances are also intended to manage snoring, and
studies that examined respiratory variables often also included
snoring in their outcome assessments.72 Some investigations,
however, have specifically focused on snoring outcomes and
have demonstrated the success of oral appliance therapy in
improving this outcome.73-77 In an effort to begin comparing
respiratory outcomes of different oral appliance designs,
Gauthier evaluated two oral appliances in a cross-over study to
judge if they differed in effect on respiratory variables including
snoring. Both appliances were equally therapeutic in improving
snoring and mild to moderate OSA.73 Stouder examined
the effect of an oral appliance on several snoring parameters
including frequency of snoring, average and peak loudness,
Journal of Dental Sleep Medicine

and anatomic site of snoring (palatal flutter or tongue base
snoring).77 Snoring frequency, maximum and average loudness, and percent of palatal snoring all significantly decreased
with the oral appliance. A decrease in tongue base snoring,
although hypothesized, was not observed. On the other hand,
the improvement in palatal snoring had not been anticipated,
and the investigators speculated that mandibular advancement
may have affected all levels of the pharyngeal airway, including
the level of the soft palate.
5.1.2 Effect on cardiovascular function
In addition to improvements in respiratory variables and
daytime sleepiness, other health sequellae related to sleep disordered breathing that improved with oral appliance therapy
included hypertension24,78-83 and cardiovascular function.84,85
The effect of oral appliance therapy on hypertension has been
summarized in Iftikhar’s systematic review and meta-analysis of
seven observational and randomized controlled trial studies.80
A reduction of approximately 2 mm in systolic, diastolic, and
mean arterial pressure was reported among the pooled 399
participants that met the inclusion criteria for these studies. In
another study, evaluation of the impact of oral appliance therapy
on blood pressure revealed a significant improvement in night
time diastolic blood pressure compared to CPAP.78 Lam studied
the effect of oral appliance therapy on blood pressure and
found significant improvement in systolic blood pressure that
was maintained at one-year follow-up.81 Gotsopoulos demonstrated a reduction in 24-hour mean diastolic blood pressure
in patients with AHI > 10 and concluded that these findings
mirrored those found with CPAP.79 Otsuka reported a significant reduction in mean arterial blood pressure and diastolic
blood pressure during monitoring over a 20-hour period, and
reported significant reductions in systolic, diastolic, and mean
arterial blood pressure during sleep.82
Phillips found no differences between CPAP and oral appliance therapy in 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure profiles. In a
subgroup of initially hypertensive subjects, both treatments had
equally salutary effects of improving 24-hour blood pressure
between 2-4 mm Hg.24 In addition, in this same study, a reduction in arterial stiffness of 1-2% from baseline was noted with no
between-treatment differences.24 Likewise in a study comparing
the impact of active and sham oral appliances on blood pressure,
Andrén demonstrated at 3 months a reduction of 4.4 mm Hg in
24-hour mean systolic blood pressure with the active appliance
in a subgroup of subjects with ambulatory daytime mean systolic
BP > 135/85 mm Hg and AHI > 15 at baseline.86
In an effort to gain clarity on the effect of oral appliance
therapy on markers for risk of development of cardiovascular
disease, Itzhaki compared measurements of endothelial function and oxidative stress in 12 patients with a mean AHI of
29.5.85 At 3 months and 1 year follow-up, subsequent to the start
of oral appliance therapy, these markers improved to normal or
near-normal scores, suggesting that oral appliance therapy was
effective in reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease. Hoekema
assessed cardiovascular function in untreated moderate to
severe OSA patients without cardiovascular disease before and
after randomization to either oral appliance therapy or CPAP.84
Using a marker of cardiac impairment from venous blood
samples, both treatment groups demonstrated improvement.
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However, the change was statistically significantly greater in the
group treated with oral appliance therapy, suggesting greater
improvement in cardiac function relative to patients treated
with CPAP. In a controlled cohort study, Anandam examined
the impact of oral appliance therapy and CPAP on cardiovascular mortality.87 The incidence of cardiovascular death in
severe sleep apnea subjects treated with oral appliance therapy
or CPAP was compared to those who refused treatment and
healthy controls. The healthy controls had the lowest cardiovascular mortality rate (0.28 per 100 person years) and those
who declined treatment had the highest death rate (2.1 per 100
person years). Although the residual AHI for oral appliance
treated subjects was significantly higher than for CPAP treated
subjects, there was no difference in cardiovascular death rate
(0.61, 0.56 per 100 person years) between the two treatment
groups. Both oral appliance therapy and CPAP may be equally
effective in reducing the risk of fatal cardiovascular events in
patients with severe obstructive sleep apnea.87

In a landmark crossover study of 126 moderate to severe OSA
patients, Phillips demonstrated that while CPAP was more efficacious than oral appliance therapy in reducing AHI, no difference was detected when evaluating other health outcomes.24
Outcomes assessed included subjective sleepiness, driving simulator performance, and quality of life. Neurobehavioral outcomes
improved similarly in ESS and quality of life with both treatments. However, oral appliance therapy outperformed CPAP on
the Short Form (36) in four of eight domains and the overall
mental component. Simulated driving performance improved
equally in both treatments. At the time of the study, no objective
measure of oral appliance adherence was available, but therapy
adherence as reported by the subjects was superior to CPAP and
may help explain the similar effectiveness of both treatments in
neurobehavioral and quality of life outcomes.
5.1.4 Potential to enhance CPAP adherence
Finally, oral appliances may offer ways to improve CPAP
compliance or effectiveness. Using phrenic nerve stimulation
to assess upper airway dynamic properties, Borel established
that concurrent use of nasal CPAP and oral appliances reduced
velopharyngeal resistance to a greater extent than nasal CPAP
alone.98 When oral appliances were used with nasal CPAP,
maximal flow rate was significantly improved.
The simultaneous use of oral appliance therapy with CPAP
is a relatively new concept in dental sleep medicine. While
preliminary studies are promising, more research is warranted
to validate improved effectiveness.

5.1.3 Impact on quality of life and neurocognitive
behavior
Overall quality of life24,88-94 and neurobehavioral
outcomes24,88,89,93,95 have been shown to improve with oral
appliance therapy. Walker-Engstrom examined three quality
of life dimensions (vitality, contentment, and sleep quality) in
subjects who were randomized to either uvulopalatopharyngoplasty or oral appliance therapy.94 One year after intervention,
both treatment groups demonstrated significant improvements
in all three quality of life dimensions. Levendowski included
several quality of life instruments in a small study of patients
who underwent oral appliance therapy after failing CPAP treatment.89 Statistically significant reductions in sleepiness (76% of
subjects) and depression (73% of subjects) were documented as
well as improvement in a disease-specific quality of life index
(60% of subjects). Saletu designed a study to examine not only
respiratory variables but also additional outcomes of oral appliance therapy in a group of patients with all disease levels.93
Active and sham oral appliances were used to compare effects
on morning mood, subjective impression of sleep quality, and
cognitive and psychophysiological performance. All respiratory
variables improved in the active oral appliance group compared
to the sham appliance group. In addition, subjects demonstrated significant benefit in sleep quality, morning cognitive
performance, fine motor activity, and reaction time.
Hoekema analyzed the effect of CPAP and oral appliances on
simulated driving performance in a group of subjects ranging in
OSA severity.95 Pre-treatment driving performance was similar
between the two groups. After 2 to 3 months of treatment with
CPAP or oral appliance therapy, subjects significantly improved
equally in their performance on the driving test independent of
which treatment was used.
While CPAP has been demonstrated to be more efficacious
than oral appliance therapy when AHI was used as the primary
outcome measure, when other outcome measures were examined, oral appliance therapy has been demonstrated to be equivalent to CPAP.24,49,54,78,89 In studies of mild to moderate OSA, oral
appliances have been no less effective than CPAP for improving
PSG parameters, daytime somnolence, quality of life measures,
and neurobehavioral function.51,53,54,71,78,88,96,97
Journal of Dental Sleep Medicine

5.2 Physical Features of an Effective Oral Appliance
Oral appliances employ various mechanisms of action to
provide a more patent upper airway in order to alleviate signs
and symptoms of OSA. Types of appliances include tongue
retention devices, non-adjustable and adjustable oral appliances
and single arch tongue depressing devices.
5.2.1 Comparison of oral appliance types
Although there is evidence that tongue retention devices can be
efficacious and may be the only appliance choice for completely
edentulous individuals who do not or cannot have dental
implants,50,99 they are usually not as effective as oral appliances
due to poor compliance.100 Patients reported that tongue retention devices were not as comfortable as oral appliances100 and
determining compliance has been problematic with tongue
retention devices. Even if objective compliance measures can
ascertain length of time in the mouth, the tongue retention
device is only effective if the tongue is maintained in the bulb.101
Presently, there is no commercially available technology to
confirm that the tongue is maintained in the bulb during the
entire sleep period.
One of the first case series reports of tongue retention device
use38 studied 20 subjects with severe OSA, and compared pretreatment and post-treatment data for the tongue retention
device to published pre-treatment and post-treatment data for
uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP) and tracheostomy.102,103
Fourteen of the twenty subjects were studied before and after
training with the device. Ten of the twenty subjects were studied
before use of the device, after training with the device, and for 2
nights after 4-6 months of use. The authors then compared the
43
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duration of apneas and the number of apneas per hour of sleep
that occurred prior to the use of a tongue retention device, UPPP
and tracheostomy to a night with treatment, and found that the
post-therapeutic results were similar among all three treatments. In a later randomized study Cartwright found tongue
retaining devices provided additional treatment effect when
added to positional therapy for some patients.99 Dort compared
the outcomes of a tongue retention device to an identical device
that was designed not to allow suction to develop on the tongue.
In 32 mild OSA patients, only the device capable of developing
suction produced significant reductions in the respiratory
disturbance index (RDI) and snoring index (snores/hour).104
Deane compared the outcomes of a tongue retention device to a
non-adjustable mandibular advancement splint. Although both
devices showed a similar reduction in AHI, complete response
(AHI < 5/hour) was achieved in 68% of subjects with the
mandibular advancement splint and in only 45% of subjects with
the tongue retention device. A clinically relevant finding was
that compliance was poor with the tongue retention device and
91% of subjects preferred the mandibular advancement splint.100
Non-adjustable appliances that engage both maxillary and
mandibular arches have demonstrated efficacy, but the inability
to gradually adjust these appliances to increase protrusion
without sectioning the appliance make it a less desirable and
practical option for many patients.41,50,51,105 The results of studies
of non-adjustable appliances are confounded by research methodology that effectively mimics adjustable appliances. In some
studies, adjustable appliances were used to find the most effective
mandibular position prior to fabrication of the non-adjustable
appliances.106,107 In other studies, multiple non-adjustable appliances were fabricated if the initial non-adjustable appliance was
uncomfortable108-112 or to obtain an increased treatment effect.113
Rose reported that a non-adjustable appliance was more effective than an adjustable appliance; however, in this study the
adjustable appliance was treated as if it were non-adjustable.
Both appliances were set at 75% of maximal protrusion and no
further titration was undertaken.114 Clinically, non-adjustable
appliances are fabricated at a fixed protrusion that remains
unchanged for the duration of treatment whereas the protrusive
position of adjustable appliances is usually changed to increase
treatment effect and patient comfort. Studies that reflect this
clinical pathway revealed that the adjustable appliances resulted
in greater improvements in the evaluated parameters.58
The only randomized trial that included a soft palate lifter
found it had no significant effect on reducing snoring.115 We
were unable to identify sufficient peer-reviewed level 1 or level
2 scientific evidence to support the use of single arch appliances
for the treatment of OSA and conclude that an effective oral
appliance must engage both maxillary and mandibular arches.
Due to the lack of high quality evidence to support the use of
tongue retention devices, non-adjustable appliances, and single
arch appliances, the definition developed by the consensus
conference focused solely on custom-fabricated adjustable oral
appliances, as these are the most commonly used in clinical practice and have been shown to have the greatest efficacy.41,50,51,58

non-custom (pre-fabricated) oral appliances.60,116,117 Pre-fabricated oral appliances tend to be bulky and ill-fitting, resulting
in difficulties retaining the device on the oral structures.118 This
diminishes the ability of the appliance to maintain a stable
mandibular protrusive position during sleep and may increase
patient discomfort.60 A direct comparison study of a pre-fabricated thermoplastic oral appliance and custom-fabricated oral
appliance by Vanderveken in 2008 evaluated whether the noncustom appliance could be a more cost-effective option for the
treatment of sleep disordered breathing. The pre-fabricated oral
appliance failed to reduce the AHI and had limited success in
reducing snoring. This may have been a result of the pre-fabricated appliance not being retained adequately by the teeth or
allowing sufficient mandibular protrusion. Additionally, the
pre-fabricated appliance had decreased patient acceptance
due to discomfort associated with the lack of retention during
sleep.117 A custom oral appliance was associated with increased
patient comfort, had greater range of protrusive movement, and
was more effective.
5.2.3 Protrusion mechanism
Research indicates that the ability to advance the mandible is a
key design feature, and that there is a dose dependent impact on
AHI reduction and reduction in snoring.41,51,58,60,118,119 Protrusive
range of movement varies greatly in individual subjects. The
mean protrusive capability has been reported as approximately
11 mm with a range of 6-14 mm.120 The position at which an oral
appliance is most effective also varies.51,119-121 Although the most
effective protrusion was found to be as little as 25% of maximum
in 5% of subjects,122 most studies reported that subjects required
protrusion over 50% of maximum.61,88,120,122
The mandibular protrusion mechanism should allow for
advancement in increments of 1 mm or less over a minimum
of 5 mm.41,60 Smaller increments of advancement can allow for
evaluation of subjective parameters, while minimizing potential
temporomandibular discomfort.60,114,120,123 Current data support
a starting protrusion position of at least 50% of the patient’s
protrusive range, but there is no consensus as to whether this
is measured from a starting position of maximal intercuspation or the maximally retruded position of the mandible.60,122
A minimum of 5 mm of advancement range in the mechanism allows for greater mandibular protrusion to be attempted
without requiring modification of the protrusion mechanism.60
This definition makes no attempt to describe the exact nature
of a suitable protrusion mechanism because effective design
elements are continuously evolving.41,73,124-126 However, the
mechanism should be stable, maintain the therapeutic level
of protrusion/provider established position, and the patient or
caregiver should be able to verify that the position is maintained
to ensure optimal treatment effect. The mechanism should be
reversible to allow for changes in the patient’s condition or
to manage side effects.120,123 No recommendations regarding
vertical adjustment were included in the definition. Vertical
adjustability has been a controversial subject in the design of
oral appliances. Despite anecdotal reports of patients benefiting
from an increased vertical dimension, several studies suggested
that increased vertical dimension, measured as inter-incisal
distance, resulted in decreased patient acceptance and had no
consistent impact on efficacy.41,106,127

5.2.2 Custom versus non-custom oral appliances
Numerous studies have revealed that custom-fabricated oral
appliances showed greater efficacy and patient acceptance than
Journal of Dental Sleep Medicine
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5.2.4 Durability
In order to secure FDA clearance, oral appliances must be
demonstrated to be safe for intra-oral patient use. Thus the oral
appliance must be fabricated using biocompatible materials.
Although allowance for extreme circumstances must be made,
the consensus of the conference participants was that oral appliances should be expected to maintain structural integrity for a
minimum of 3 years of use.

supporting its function in maintaining airway patency and that
patency varies with the degree of advancement.
5.3.1 Efficacy of oral appliance therapy is dependent on
mandibular advancement.
Four systematic reviews described controlled trials in which
the efficacy of oral appliances that advance the mandible was
compared to that of control devices, which did not advance the
mandible.34,40,50,57 Compared to the control devices, the AHI was
more effectively lowered by the mandibular advancement appliances.61,132-134 Thus, the presence of an occlusal device between
the teeth that variably separated the jaws due to its thickness,
but did not advance the mandible, was ineffective in maintaining airway patency during sleep in patients with sleep disordered breathing.

5.3 Function of an Effective Oral Appliance
OSA is characterized by repetitive cycles of upper airway
collapse with obstruction or limitation of airflow, followed
by physiological arousal to restore airway patency in order to
sustain life. The most effective oral appliances are mandibular
advancement devices that stabilize the lower jaw in a forward
and upward position. These devices function by reducing airway
compliance and maintaining a patent upper airway during sleep.
Much research has been conducted over the past two decades
to determine structural, anatomical and physiological factors
that predict which patients with OSA will respond most favorably to oral appliance therapy. Many of these studies were
conducted on upright and/or awake patients. Although the
prognostic usefulness of these studies in patient selection for
therapy has remained questionable, this evidence provides the
major source of data bearing on the mechanisms by which
mandibular advancement maintains airway patency.
In a systematic review published in 2004, Hoekema described
three different plausible mechanisms underlying the efficacy of
oral appliances in improving sleep respiration. First, mandibular advancement moves the suprahyoid and genioglossus
muscles anteriorally, enlarging the airway, thus lessening the
likelihood of its collapse. Second, downward movement of the
mandible accompanies advancement, thereby exerting tension
across the soft palate via the palatoglossal and palatopharyngeal arches, thereby preserving the velopharyngeal airway
space. Third, the oral appliance maintains a forward position
of the mandible and hyoid bone during sleep, preventing backward rotation of the jaw and retrolapse of the tongue into the
airway.57 Hoffstein in a systematic review of the oral appliance
literature concluded more generally that mandibular advancement produces anatomical changes that “result in the alterations of the intrinsic relationships between different muscle
groups controlling the upper airway caliber.”34 He noted that
these changes could prevent obstruction, worsen obstruction
or have no effect on an individual patient basis. Hoffstein also
concluded that abnormal anatomy, as well as abnormal physiology, is required for sleep disordered breathing.34
Although many studies have provided some insight into the
anatomical or neuromuscular response to an oral appliance
during sleep or wakefulness, it is generally accepted that the
manner in which an oral appliance functions is incompletely
understood and that the mechanisms underlying improved
patency during sleep is unlikely the same for all patients with
OSA.128-131 For this reason the definition of an oral appliance
did not attempt to ascribe any specific mechanism underlying
the improvement in airway patency that could be assumed for
the patients whose sleep respiration is normalized by therapy.
However, review of the literature made it clear that mandibular advancement is the critical feature of an oral appliance
Journal of Dental Sleep Medicine

5.3.2 Efficacy of mandibular advancement is dose
dependent
Three systematic reviews additionally concluded that efficacy of
an oral appliance in normalizing sleep respiration increased with
the degree of protrusion.34,40,57 These reviews described studies
that demonstrated decreases in the AHI or oxygen desaturations with progressive mandibular advancement that was most
commonly performed during the clinical titration of the oral
appliance to achieve resolution of symptoms.63,113,114,123,135-138
5.3.3 Studies that support maintained airway patency
during sleep
A large number of studies have evaluated anatomical and
neuromuscular parameters relevant to airway patency. The
strongest studies regarding mechanisms of improved airway
patency were those that obtained data from subjects while
asleep in a supine position to mimic the natural situation in
which OSA occurs most commonly. Many of these studies
mimic the natural sleep situation by using controlled anesthesia modalities to achieve nocturnal airway collapsibility.
The weakest studies were those that obtained patency-relevant
data from subjects while awake in an upright position. The
patency of the airway in the upright position during wakefulness was not characteristic of that during natural sleep and the
difference was likely greater for patients with OSA than for
non-apneic individuals.139-141
5.3.4 Physiological evidence in support of maintained
airway patency during sleep
A decrease in the frequency and/or duration of apneas, hypopneas, RERAs and/or snoring events, and improved nocturnal
oxygenation can only occur if the airway is made more
patent. Arguably, the single best measure of airway patency is
the highest intraluminal air pressure below which the airway
collapses.142 The more negative this pressure, the less likely the
airway will collapse in response to the negative pressures generated during inspiration.
In a landmark but small study, Kato demonstrated that
mandibular advancement with appliances producing 2, 4 and
6 mm of jaw advancement progressively lowered the critical
closing pressures from supra- to sub-atmospheric pressures in
subjects (n = 4) who responded to the appliances with a significant reduction in nocturnal oxygen desaturations, but not in
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subjects who continued to exhibit significant oxygen desaturation (n = 2).138 The closing pressure represents the net outcome
of all structural, anatomical and physiological factors at the time
of its measurement, affecting the integrity of the upper airway.
Measurements of the closing pressures were made during drug
induced sleep and neuromuscular block in order to characterize the behavior of the completely passive pharynx, void of
any reflex response to maintain airway patency. Similar results
were obtained using less invasive methods by other teams of
investigators. For example, by experimentally occluding nasal
airflow during natural sleep, Ng estimated the closing pressure
at the point at which nasal air pressure ceased to decrease with
continued respiratory effort. The oral appliance not only lowered
(by 10-20%) the upper airway closing pressures, but those
patients who demonstrated the greatest improvements in airway
patency exhibited the greatest improvements in the AHI with
use of the oral appliance.143,144 These two small studies suggested
that oral appliances do not maintain airway patency by altering
the location at which airway occlusion is likely to occur.

computed tomography, Choi evaluated the cross-sectional areas
of the airway with and without mandibular advancement (67%
maximum protrusion).150 At each site, mandibular advancement
was found to significantly restore in most subjects some of the
loss in cross-sectional area observed upon induction of sleep,
effectively maintaining patency of the upper airway. However,
for a small number of subjects, no change was observed or there
was a reduction in cross-sectional area at one or more levels.
Using a different three dimensional imaging technique,
videofluoroscopy, Lee obtained similar results from 76 patients
before and after receipt of a customized oral appliance.151,152
Images were obtained during wakefulness, sleep during normal
oxygen saturation, and sleep during oxygen desaturation. The
oral appliance was found to increase the retropalatal and retrolingual spaces and decrease the length of the soft palate. Upon
comparing the changes in patients who were deemed treatment
success, widening of the retropalatal space was the primary
discriminating observation. This demonstrated that not all
airway changes suggestive of improved patency translated to
better sleep respiration.
Numerous radiographic studies were conducted on awake
patients to elucidate tissue changes upon mandibular advancement that correlate with measures of improved sleep respiration.
A limitation in all of these papers is that the pharyngeal muscles
actively contract to assist airway patency during wakefulness,
particularly in patients with sleep disordered breathing.141 Thus,
airway dimensions and physiological responses differ during
wakefulness and sleep. Many of the studies employing lateral
cephalographic images have concluded that the velopharyngeal area is enlarged to a greater extent than the retroglossal or
hypoglossal areas by an oral appliance or mandibular advancement. However, contemporary computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of awake patients revealed
both increases and decreases in the retroglossal and hypoglossal areas. Moreover, the largest changes in the airway upon
insertion of an oral appliance were often observed in the transverse dimension, limiting the interpretation of cephalographic
images of the sagittal plane. These disparate findings suggested
that the results of imaging studies are, in part, dependent on
the methods employed. Thus, radiographic changes (lateral
cephalographic, fluoroscopic, computerized tomographic, and
magnetic resonant imaging) observed upon jaw advancement
in awake patients have not provided to date a reliable means to
predict treatment outcomes.

5.3.5 Direct anatomical evidence in support of
maintained airway patency during sleep
Convincing evidence of improved airway patency has also been
obtained by studies employing sleep endoscopy. This procedure
has enabled direct observation of a patent airway upon mandibular advancement in sleeping patients who respond favorably
to oral appliance therapy. Sleep was typically induced by the
intravenous administration of pharmacological agents such as
midazolam and/or propofol, that have shown similar effects
on the airway as natural non-rapid eye movement (NREM)
sleep.145 A flexible thin endoscope (laryngoscope) was inserted
through a nostril enabling direct videoscopic imaging of the
airway. Vroegop assessed improvements in airway patency of
200 patients with pre-made interocclusal records that captured
the jaw position of the individual patient’s maximal comfortable protrusion, a position similar to that anticipated for an
oral appliance.146 The level, degree and configuration of airway
collapse were compared with and without the simulation bite.
The response of the airway to the simulation bite was found to
be a significant predictor of a favorable response to oral appliance therapy (i.e., reduction of the AHI ≥ 50% compared to
baseline).
Other groups have similarly observed improvement in airway
patency upon mandibular advancement during sleep endoscopy.
Johal and Battagel observed improved airway patency and a
reduction of snoring upon advancement of the mandible 4 or 5
mm to mimic the effect of an oral appliance as well as upon placement of an oral appliance on the patients’ teeth.147-149 Consistent
with these findings the oral appliance reduced the mean AHI,
ESS scale scores, and partner-reported snoring scores.

5.3.7 Electrophysiological evidence of maintained airway
patency during sleep
Electromyographic recordings of patients with OSA have
been compared with and without oral appliances during polysomnography. Yoshida found that activity in the genioglossus,
lateral pterygoid, and masseter muscles was higher in sleeping
patients when wearing an oral appliance.153 A similar finding
was reported by Kurtulmus for the submental and masseter
muscles.154 In both studies, the oral appliance significantly
reduced the AHI of the patients. These studies suggested that
an oral appliance may alter neuromuscular activity in muscles
associated with tongue and mandibular protraction and elevation and offer additional support that oral appliances improve
airway patency during sleep.

5.3.6 Radiographic evidence in support of maintained
airway patency during sleep
Most radiographic studies have involved analyses of twodimensional, sagittal images of the skull (lateral cephalographic
images) taken at a single time point in upright, awake subjects.
However, in a few studies sleep was induced pharmacologically
to assess the impact of mandibular advancement on the airway
over time in all three dimensions. For example, using ultrafast
Journal of Dental Sleep Medicine
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6.0 CONCLUSION

expertise to bring focus to the key elements of the definition of an effective
oral appliance.

The science of dental sleep medicine has greatly expanded in
recent years. After an exhaustive review of the literature, only
level 1 and level 2 studies were referenced in this paper to
support conference recommendations regarding the purpose,
physical features, and function of an effective oral appliance.
It is important to acknowledge that the definition developed
does not represent endorsement of any one practice protocol,
nor is it a comprehensive description of all available oral appliance designs. Rather, this definition delineates the best practices
related to the essential elements of an effective oral appliance for
the treatment of sleep disordered breathing.
Current literature provides robust evidence that custom,
adjustable dual-arch mandibular advancement oral appliances are highly efficacious for the treatment of snoring and
mild-moderate OSA. Though less efficacious than CPAP for
improving AHI in moderate-severe OSA, several recent studies
found that oral appliances and CPAP were equally effective at
improving daytime somnolence, hypertension, neurocognitive
function, quality of life indices, and cardiovascular mortality.
Though little objective adherence data is available, numerous
crossover studies have demonstrated oral appliance selfreported adherence to be superior to CPAP. There is much work
yet to be done. Further comparative study is needed to establish
the impact of various available appliance designs on therapeutic
success, patient compliance and potential side effects. Only a
few publications to date have explored the simultaneous use of
oral appliances and CPAP. Preliminary results suggest combination therapy may hold promise for those patients who are insufficiently responsive to a monotherapy.
The function of an oral appliance is to protrude and help
stabilize the mandible in order to maintain a patent upper
airway during sleep. However, identification of the specific
predominant mechanical and physiologic modes of action
remains elusive. Most investigations of oral appliance function
were limited by small sample size, as well as dependence on
primarily upright and/or awake subjects which may not be an
accurate reflection of the real world sleep state. Further research
into oral appliance physiology in the sleeping, supine sleep
apnea patient may help formulate strategies for identifying the
best candidates for oral appliance therapy and facilitate development of the next generation of oral appliance design.
It is hoped that the publication of an empiric definition of an
oral appliance will improve standardization for future research
and produce more comparable results. It is also intended
to serve as a useful guide to clinicians when evaluating and
selecting oral appliances. We expect the definition will evolve as
new information becomes available.
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